
CCleaner Browser

Introduction
CCleaner Browser is a Chromium based browser from the creators of CCleaner. It is designed to be fast, private and secure while functioning like a 
"regular" browser.

CCleaner Browser stops trackers and disguises the users digital footprint, so ones identity remains anonymous. Furthermore, it blocks annoying ads 
because less to load means faster browsing and allows th user to surf, shop and bank knowing that they are protected from malware, phishing scams and 
identity theft. Some of its core features include:

CCleaner is the number-one tool for cleaning your PC. It protects your privacy and makes your computer faster and more secure!
Blocks all ads (or just the more intrusive ones - it's up to you) so web pages load faster.
CCleaner Browser   by stopping websites, advertisers and other web services tracking your online activity.protects your privacy
Hides your unique browser profile (browser version, language, timezone, add-ons, etc.) so websites can't identify you.
Blocks malicious websites and downloads to prevent your PC from becoming infected with viruses, spyware, and ransomware.
Prevents your browsing history from being stored and dumps any tracking cookies or web cache you pick up during that browsing session.
Forces supported websites to use encryption so data sent to and from your   can't be read by anyone else.web browser
Stores, creates, and autofills login details for your favorite sites to make access faster and safer.
Automatically stops Flash-based content from running (unless you choose to allow it) and using your PC's valuable resources.
Stops all applications and any malware from accessing your webcam without your consent.
Blocks unwanted add-ons or plugins to help keep you safe, while letting you install the ones you know and trust.
Cleans browser history, cache, cookies and other junk to help protect your privacy and free up space.
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